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Officer Scrutiny Report 

  

Officer Rachel Hughes – VP Campaigns and Communications 

Session date Week 2, Term 2 

 

1. Priority objectives 

Report against your priority objectives for 2016/17 

 

Support and Celebrate Student Media 

Context 
(summary) 

In my manifesto I pledged to support student media and make sure they had new 
opportunities to expand their ambition and reach this year, and provide a better 
service to students.  

Outcomes 
(impacts for 
students) 

1) To improve access to resources  

2) To provide new opportunities  

3) To provide better training  

Progress to 
date 
(summary) 

1) In the previous year student media funding was cut heavily in the new budget 
which could have led to online only versions of SCAN and Bailirgg FM. To ensure this 
didn't happen I spent time re-allocate remaining funds, supporting them to gain 
additional income from other sources and worked with the marketing manager to 
renegotiate prices from providers. 
 
- Organised a student media summit at the start of the year with all four media 
groups, LA1:TV, Bailrigg FM, SCAN and Take 2 Cinema, to give them the opportunity to 
sign up new members. Also restructured memberships costs to build further budget.  
 
- Sourced a better office space for the student newspaper, new computers, and 
worked with ISS to sort licensing of creative suite for the student media. 
 
2) Worked with Union staff to provide opportunities to travel abroad and gain 
journalism experience outside Lancaster: Ghana and India.  
 
- Student media made contacts with students in Ghana to share stories across both 
campuses and this has resulted in podcasts from Ghana being played on Bailrigg FM, 
live streams from Ghana and video diaries published by members of LA1:TV and 
articles about the Ghana campus being printed in SCAN.  
 
-Two members of student media were given the opportunity to report from the World 
business council for sustainable development in Chennai, India on an all expenses 
paid trip. 
 
- Organised trips for our members of student media to two conferences last term. We 
travelled to London to learn from industry experts at the NUS and Amnesty 
International Student Media Summit. Seven members of student media travelled to 
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Channel 4 (in London) to meet with the programme executives and reporters of 
Channel 4’s award-winning Unreported World.  
 
- As a result of networking at theses opportunities, LA1:TV member, Siri Hampapur 
was named as one of ten student journalists working for the NUS this year!  
  
 
3) Legal training was provided in two ways, an information booklet and related online 
test, as well as a physical training session with our Communications Manager.  
 
- Worked with ISS to provide access to Lynda.com, an online bank of tutorials in 
everything from leadership skills to learning the Adobe creative suite. This is currently 
available in the learning zone on 4 computers available to all students.  
 
- Negotiated with the video production company Lanor to provide a free video-editing 
workshop for all members of student media to attend.  
 
- Liaised with University to set up a mock press conference with Andrew Atherton for 
representatives from student media to interview him regarding the increased tuition 
fees.   
 
- Allocated staff resources to help Take 2 Cinema turn a profit this year after losing 
£13,000 last year. Communication staffs have provided a comprehensive 
communications plan and training opportunities including, Social Media Training and 
Union cloud training. They are currently running at a small profit!  
 

Latest 
Progress 

See above 

Time Scale 
until 
students see 
results 

Students in Student Media see results immediately, but the longevity of the training 
and resource should improve media output over the next 2 years at least.  

Challenges 
and risks 

Ongoing financial position of union and reliance on advertising. 
Maintaining relationship with student media. 
Continuing to provide opportunities in future years (making sustainable and not 
directly linked to FTO manifesto). 
Changes in media in the UK e.g. Independent, VUE cinema local competitors.  

 
 

 

To clarify key messages of LUSU 

Context 
(summary) 

Communications was already a priority for the Union this year with the move to NUS 
Digital so I was very lucky to come into a team taking on board new ideas and already 
moving in this direction. 
 
My manifesto pledges were to put students at the heart of our communications and 
to assess how we communicate with the student body, societies and groups and 
simplify these processes.   

Outcomes 1) Students are clearly at the heart of our communications output  
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(impacts for 
students) 

2) Students can find information and get a response to queries 
efficiently 

 

3) Students receiving more tailored content than previous years  

Progress to 
date 
(summary) 

1) The front page of our website now features student success stories, celebrating the 
work and achievements of our members.  
There have been 20,889 article views on our student success stories of which only 2% 
bounced (meaning came off the page immediately and didn’t engage with the post).  
 
We created a welcome booklet with information about the Union, who, what and 
where we are, which also contained the VP Welfare and Community’s ‘Welfare 
Booklet’. The booklet was distributed to first year undergraduates and postgraduates 
via college welcome/fresher’s packs. 70% of students who filled in our first 
impressions survey remembered getting our Welcome Booklet.  
 
2) We have streamlined the information on the Union website and created a FAQ 
section called the ‘Knowledge base’ to allow people to find answers to common 
questions immediately. We have also reviewed the Union ‘Help system’ where 
students can email in questions for a response. The turnaround time for queries since 
the review has significantly reduced, with the resolution of queries decreasing from 
an average of 8.7 days (May 16) to 2.6 days (Nov 16). The response time has also 
decreased from an average of 23hrs (May 16) to 12hrs (Nov 16).  
 
I have put forward a number of initiatives to make the officers work clearly accessible 
to students including weekly video updates shared on social media, grater use of 
twitter channels, more engagement from officers with student media and use of 
space on website for officer updates.  
 
3) Our weekly ‘Squeak’ student newsletter is now being tailored for different student 
groups, for example we have done personalised newsletters to differentiate 
information for postgraduate and undergraduate students, new starters and 
returners, for international students and UK students.  

Latest 
Progress 

See above. 

Time Scale 
until 
students see 
results 

1) It’s happening now live on our website and the booklets went out in welcome 
week.  

2) It’s live and happening now.  
3) It’s live and happening now, we hope to develop and use this feature more in the 

future.  

Challenges 
and risks 

Data protection is a continued risk with the new digital system.  

 

Appealing Campaigns 

Context 
(summary) 

To deliver relevant, engaging and creative campaigns that educate not dictate.  
 

Outcomes 
(impacts for 
students) 

1) Campaigns that react to issues relevant at the time  

2) Students empowered by being informed and educated on issues  

3) More students get involved in campaigns  
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Progress to 
date 
(summary) 

1) We Are Lancaster – a joint campaign with the University to celebrate our global 
community and promote diversity. Campaign was formed from the team goal to 
internationalise the student experience at Lancaster after Brexit. The University as 
one of its key three projects is championing it this year. We designed learning zone 
windows that have welcome messages in a variety of languages, are currently working 
on a campaign website, we have produced a campaign video and have asked the 
university to sign a pledge (of strategic goals for the next four years).  
Higher Education and Research Bill – a campaign with two objectives: to educate 
members about the bill and to Lobby MPs and Lords to shape the bill with 
amendments formed from student opinion.  
Welcome Campaign – a campaign to explain what LUSU is at the start of the year. 
This campaign was merged into the existing work done around welcome week but a 
new initiative we did this year was the Welcome booklet (mentioned in earlier 
section).  
2) #RentSmart – a joint campaign to educate students about there housing rights and 
to encourage smart decisions when renting. So far we have had a stall at the housing 
fair, distributed leaflets with housing rights information and coasters in bars, we ran a 
successful ‘find your flatmate’ event with 25 attending and most leaving with contact 
details of potential flatmates. . 
3) Liberate Lancaster – working on a campaign with our PTOs to encourage minority 
groups to run for leadership positions in the upcoming elections. 
Alcohol Impact – worked with the film production society to create a campaign video. 
- Worked with Student Media to get them involved with our campaign activity this 
year, including our campaign to celebrate the diversity of our campus, ‘We Are 
Lancaster’. LA1:TV had a paid opportunity and worked with external video production 
company, Lanor to create our campaign video.  
  

Latest 
Progress 

Support our sport – a campaign to get more people down to watch University sports 
fixtures in the lead up to an away Roses. 
 

Time Scale 
until 
students see 
results 

Launched campaigns are visible now. To see full effect though will take time as more 
strategic and policy parts need to be worked on. Working collaboratively with our Part 
Time Officers should see results in elections week. To get to a stage where students 
want to get more involved in campaigns I don’t know how long that will take.  

Challenges 
and risks 

It’s always challenging engage students but especially in high level national political 
issues. By having an educational focus to some of our campaigns, this has meant 
sometimes there has been less of a call to action. It was a conscious decision taken in 
the light of feedback we have had from students last year. However, I have learnt you 
can’t please everybody.    
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2. Remit  

Meetings 

Report meetings that have resulted in positive, tangible outcomes 

Meeting What Happened The Result 

‘We Are Lancaster’ 
steering group 

Our campaign to celebrate the 
diversity of our campus was picked 
up by the University and I set up a 
working group to expand the 
campaign and work collaboratively 
on the campaign.  

The campaign is better resourced, 
has a longer timescale that goes 
beyond my officer-ship, and will 
hopefully impact more people.  

LU Comms Meetings I meet with Lancaster University 
Communications managers. 

Recently this meeting has provided 
me with the opportunity to shape 
the communications around fee 

increases. 

Was able to influence the 
communication of fee increases by 

calling for the University to be 
explicit and transparent about 

where the increased money will go.  
I also asked that they sign posted 
students to financial support and 

advise services as part of their 
communications. I was able to 

negotiate a interview with Andrew 
Atherton (Deputy VC) for student 

media regarding the fee increases. 

E-campus meetings The design the spine will see our 
poster boxes replaced with e-

screens. I work with the Head of 
Communications and IT to ensure 
the best deal for students in this 

switch over. 

We negotiated that over half the 
new screens will be allocated to 
the union. Meaning access for 
societies of prime spots on the 

spine. We also got a commitment 
from ISS to develop a system to 

show posters at the current level 
enabled by the pillars.  

Elections I sit on elections planning 
meetings. 

Re-branding elections and 
reviewing how we market 

elections. Working with VP UD to 
try making FTO elections more 

accessible.  

Monthly ISS Meeting I meet with our ISS partner Chris 
Dixon on a monthly basis. In this 

meeting I also pass on all ISS 
related student suggestions, which 

come through our ideas tracker. 

Creative suite licences for student 
media. 

More adobe creative suite access 
for all students. 

LUSU Living  I have attended this meeting when 
I felt the agenda relevant. In this 
case it was a business case which 

south to raise accommodation 
prices to allow for incentives to 
make people stay in their house 

two years. 

I spoke against the idea of raising 
fees to provide an incentive on the 

grounds that the increase would 
affect all tenants but the incentive 
would only affect a small portion. 
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3. Policy 

Report against any policies mandated to your position 

Policy To endorse student and HE Issues in the upcoming general election 

Pass date 19/06/2014 Body LUSU Council 

Type Joint 

With President 

Policy Summary Prepare a general election plan, consult on themes affecting students, and run a 
voter registration drive. 

Actions taken  Although this policy is specifically written for the 2014 General Election we 
have retained the ethos behind this policy in our projects this year.  

 Voter registration is now automatic when for on campus students when 
they register for their courses at the University. 

 I have run a campaign that raises awareness of HE issues through the Higher 
Education and Research Bill campaign.  

Time Scale until 
students see 
results  

 Automatic voter registration came into effect at the start of this academic 
year.  

 Higher Education campaign took place last term.  

How Success will 
Be measured 

 Not applicable.  

How have you 
worked with the 
relevant PTO.  

 Not applicable. However, I did consult and bring Academic Reps on board 
with the Higher Education and Research Bill campaign.  

 

Policy To support industrial action by staff trade unions 

Pass date 01/05/2014 Body LUSU Council 

Type Single 

With  

Policy Summary Continue support for trade union members and support industrial action they 
might take. 

Actions taken  I have met with Lancaster representatives from UCU on several occasions to 
collaborate on projects with joint interest (HE Bill) and to hear about any 
upcoming plans for industrial action.  

 At the beginning of the academic year I was in regular contact with 
representatives from Unison when they were potentially planning Industrial 
action against the 1.1% pay increase, which meant a drop in real terms. 
Unison held a ballot for their members as to whether to strike and although 
‘yes’ won a narrow victory, UNISON decided not to strike due to the low 
turnout.  

Time Scale until 
students see 
results  

 Not applicable at this stage.  

How Success will 
Be measured 

 Not applicable at this stage.  

How have you 
worked with the 
relevant PTO.  

 Not applicable at this stage.  
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Policy To support the Time to Change movement and fulfil the Time to Change action 
plan 

Pass date 18/6/2015 Body LUSU Council 

Type Joint 

With Vice President Welfare and Community, Other FTOs 

Policy Summary Lobby LU to fulfil action plan, lobby LU to introduce a responsible committee, 
and LUSU to hold annual Time to Talk event  

Actions taken  Supported VP Welfare and Community with the ‘Time to Talk’ event held 
last term and the communications team coordinated promotion for the 
event.  

 Unfortunately, we have been unable to locate a Time to Change action plan 
written by the policy proposer in order to act upon it.  

Time Scale until 
students see 
results  

 ‘Time to Talk’ event happened last term.  

How Success will 
Be measured 

 The time to talk event was attending by around 60 people.  

How have you 
worked with the 
relevant PTO.  

 The VP Welfare and Community spoke at LUSU Executive about the event 
for PTOs to get involved with if they wanted.  

 

Policy To recognise the impact of the closure of the psychiatric inpatient ward at the 
Orchard hospital on women 

Pass date 20/11/2014 Body LUSU Council 

Type Joint 

With All FTOs 

Policy Summary Lobby relevant external stakeholders to reinstate the beds and link with local 
community campaign. 

Actions taken   FTO team (two years ago) wrote letters to local MPs and contacted the 
organisation ‘Beds in The Orchard’. They successfully campaigned for local 
psychiatric care for women. The campaign has since been disbanded.  

Time Scale until 
students see 
results  

  Not applicable.  

How Success will 
Be measured 

 Not applicable. 

How have you 
worked with the 
relevant PTO.  

 Not applicable. 

 

Policy To remove barriers to participation, particularly in democratic structures, for 
students with caring responsibilities. 

Pass date 19/2/2015 Body LUSU Council 

Type Joint 

With Mandated as a Trustee with VP Welfare and Community and Vice President 
Union Development 

Policy Summary Consider support available for candidates or officers with caring responsibilities, 
to lobby LU to record data, to promote support initiatives and activity. 
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Actions taken   There is a bursary available for candidates and officers with caring 
responsibilities so that they can cover any costs for childcare, etc., in order 
to attend a Union event/run in the elections.  

 The time of LUSU Executive (Wednesday 1pm) was consulted on and 
selected as a compromised time sensitive to those with caring 
responsibilities. 

 In elections briefing documents (working on with the Vice President Union 
Development) upcoming elections events are being organised with this 
policy in mind.   

Time Scale until 
students see 
results  

   

How Success will 
Be measured 

  

How have you 
worked with the 
relevant PTO.  

 No – it would be good to bring the PTOs on board with this policy and from 
completing this document intend to do so.  

 

Policy To note that elected officers should regularly report on manifestos, policy and 
mandates. 

Pass date 19/6/2014 Body LUSU Council 

Type Joint 

With FTOs, PTOs (formerly CCOs) 

Policy Summary Officers to produce termly reports to Council and amend byelaws as 
appropriate. 
 

Actions taken   Although the specifics of this policy are out-dated we have taken steps to 
be more transparent and accountable this year.  

 This report, officer updates, AGMs.  

Time Scale until 
students see 
results  

   

How Success will 
Be measured 

 Students knowing what we are doing.  

How have you 
worked with the 
relevant PTO.  

 No, it is something for us to consider how we bring PTOs into our 
accountability structures.  

 

Policy Equality and Diversity Policy 

Pass date 12/12/2016 Body Union Executive 

Type Joint 

With FTOs 

Policy Summary Create a safe and inclusive Union. 

Actions taken  Created and designed the inclusionary campaign, ‘We are Lancaster’. 

 Recruited ‘We Are Lancaster’ Ambassadors.  

 Put ‘We Are Lancaster’ on the radar of the University to the extent it has 
been adopted as one of its key three strategic projects this year.  

 Created multilingual signage for the campus.  
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 Influence change to Christmas Market to be more inclusive of other faiths.  

 I have asked the University to sign a ‘We Are Lancaster’ pledge, which 
agrees deliverables for the next four years. Ensuring the strategic longevity 
of the campaign. 

 Met with all PTOs and started planning a ‘Liberate Lancaster’ campaign to 
encourage under-represented students to run in the upcoming elections.  

Time Scale until 
students see 
results  

 In terms of immediate output visually the Learning Zone windows have been 
up since Welcome Week.  

 The ‘We are Lancaster website and video are being launched at the start of 
term two.  

 Getting the University to sign a pledge for a strategic vision for Lancaster 
should hopefully be seen over the next four years.  

How Success will 
Be measured 

 See progress reflected in the International Student Barometer.  

How have you 
worked with the 
relevant PTO.  

 I have recruited PTOs to be ‘We Are Lancaster’ ambassadors and they 
appear in the video.  

 I am working with them on the ‘Liberate Lancaster’ campaign.  

 

Policy Responsible Alcohol Consumption 

Pass date 12/12/2016 Body Union Executive 

Type Joint 

With VP Welfare and Community 

Policy Summary Commitment to Responsible Alcohol Consumption. 

Actions taken  I seconded this policy written by VP Welfare and Community and Policy 
advisor.  

 Worked with VP Welfare and Community on alcohol awareness campaign. I 
was consulted on the strategy of the campaign and decided that a 
community aspect would be most effective.  

 Commissioned an alcohol impact video to be made by the Film Production 
Society.  

Time Scale until 
students see 
results  

 Although this campaign has started and video has been made.  The Union 
has decided to delay the push to reach the NUS Alcohol Accreditation, 
meaning students will see more from this campaign in the next academic 
year.  

How Success will 
Be measured 

  

How have you 
worked with the 
relevant PTO.  
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4. Other Issues and Projects 

Report against any unplanned issues and events 

Issue What Happened The Result 

Higher Education and 
Research Bill 

 
1) Panel  

2) National Demo  
3) Information Campaign  

4) Lobbying 

Although I knew the Higher 
Education and Research Bill was 

going to be a big piece of 
legislation being discussed this 

term I didn’t anticipate the speed it 
would move and that it would 

become my priority project and 
campaign of the first term.  

 
1) I organised, promoted and held 
a panel discussion with 4 speakers 

including a senior research 
manager at the University, a 

representative of UCU and PhD 
student, LUSU VP Education and 

the NUS President. 59 tickets were 
reserved for the event through the 

Union website.  
 

2) As part of our HE Bill campaign 
we organised transport down to 
the national demo. My main role 

with this was promotion and 
running a placard making session 

for the demo. Alongside this I 
supported other officers with 

logistics including risk assessments 
and booking travel.  

 
3) I wrote the information about 
the HE Bill for our website and 
literature. I also organised and 
promoted all events to inform 
people about the bill including 

several pop up unions where we 
gave out information and 

answered questions in Alex Square. 
I also organised distribution of 
information and worked with 

student media to keep information 
up to date.    

 
4) I wrote two documents to lobby 
parliamentary representatives and 

peers. I sent out letter and a 
document of policy amendment 

1) More students informed about 
the bill and given the opportunity 

to ask questions about it.  
 

2) Students given opportunity to 
take part in national political action 

and oppose HE Bill in national 
demonstration alongside students 

from across the UK.  
 

3) Students better informed about 
the HE Bill. A poll done in 

Alexander Square by academic reps 
suggested 50% of students asked 

(number of students asked 
unknown) were aware of the 

Higher Education Bill. Students 
with questions and those wanting 
to share their thoughts on the bill 
also contacted me.  A secondary 

result of speaking to so many 
students about this meant that I 

was better informed about 
Lancaster student’s views on the 

Bill. 
 

4) Lancaster student views 
represented in parliament. 

Amendment suggestions being 
take forward meaning students are 
shaping the bill. So far there is one 

prominent win with getting a 
student representative on the 

Office for Students.  
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suggestions to representatives, 
asking them to represent student 

views at Lancaster. 

Issue What Happened The Result 

Boundary Commissioning Boundary Commission for England 
are conducting a review of 

Parliamentary constituencies in 
England. The current proposals 

would see students living in town 
and students living on campus 

potentially represented in 
parliament by different people. I 

represented the views of students 
by speaking at a public hearing on 

this matter.  

 
They will be a final report on to 
Parliament in September 2018 

Issue What Happened The Result 

NSS Boycott The NUS called for a boycott of the 
NSS. As a team we were part of a 

movement who called for the NUS 
to risk and equality impact assess. 

Because of time constraints we 
were unable to go to an all student 
vote on this issue. So I was asked to 
do an information campaign about 

the NSS. I wrote an article 
explaining the NSS and the idea of 

a boycott alongside the Officers 
view on it.  I am also working on a 

webpage with information and 
when we share the NSS links online 

we will be directing people to 
information so they can decide for 
themselves if they wish to boycott 

or not.  

This is a recent and current issue so 
I don’t know how successful this 

will be as of yet.  

Issue What Happened The Result 

Refugee Scholarship The University approached officers 
about the possibility of setting up a 

scholarship for refugees. I 
contacted Amnesty International to 

get advice on this.  

Discussions are ongoing about the 
specifics of how but we have 

agreed with the University that it is 
important for Lancaster to support 

refugees.  

Issue What Happened The Result 

Remembrance Day Alongside staff member, Kate 
Jackson, I took a prominent role in 
organising the Remembrance Day 

service in Alexandra Square. I 
championed the event going ahead 
and organised portions of the day 

including contacting local 
representatives of the military to 

invite them to the service.  

The service went ahead in 
Alexandra Square and an 

overwhelming number of staff 
students and members of the local 

community came out to attend. 
The service also provided the 

opportunity for our student groups 
to perform and be recognised.  
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Joint Priorities 

Report against joint projects with the University 

Please see attached Joint Committee Papers. 

 

 

Issue What Happened The Result 

NSS Q26 
 

A new question measuring student 
agreement that the SU represents 
‘students’ academic interests’ will 
replace the question on general 

satisfaction with the SU. We have 
reviewed our communications 

output based on this question to 
highlight instances where the 
Union represents students on 

academic issues.  

No result as of yet to report. 

Issue What Happened The Result 

Black History Month 
 

I supported events run by student 
groups for Black History month as 

well as campaigning to get the 
Black Liberation Flag flying on the 

University flagpole. 

There were two very successful 
student led events. The black 

liberation flag was flown on the 
University flagpole during the last 
week of Black History month and 
we wrote a news story about the 

significance of the flag on the 
website.   

Issue What Happened The Result 

Sugarhouse  
 

Sugarhouse was under threat of 
two planning applications. I worked 

with staff to oversee 
communications messages about 

this and the ‘build it right’ 
campaign. I also oversaw the 

speech, written by our 
Communications Manager, which 

the VP Union Development 
delivered at the planning 

committee.  I engaged our student 
media with this issue to inform 

more people around the campus.  

Unfortunately, the council 
approved both planning 

permissions leaving the future of 
the Sugarhouse in an exposed 

situation.  

One to One    

Target set by 
Scrutineers  

Number of One to 
Ones Officers  

Actions  

   


